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Introduction
About us and our services.

 
Workstations
Static, electric, and manual options available.

 
Sit-To-Stand Converters
Electric and gas lift portable converters. 

Executive and Task Seating
Ergonomic seating for every body.

FAQs
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Supplier to Department of Defence National Scheme for ooce furniture, workstations, sit-to-stand
desks, storage, filing, reception furniture, tables, ottomans.

Direct Ergonomics is a supplier to the NSW State Government under SCM0771 for both small
scale requirement under $100,000 and large scale requirement over $100,000.

Standard 10 year warranty on most items (not including fabric).

Public and Product Liabilty Insurance to $200,000.

WWorkers Compensation.

Supplier to Department of Defence National Scheme for ooce furniture, workstations, sit-to-stand
desks, storage, filing, reception furniture, tables, ottomans.

Direct Ergonomics is a supplier to the NSW State Government under SCM0771 for both small
scale requirement under $100,000 and large scale requirement over $100,000.

Standard 10 year warranty on most items (not including fabric).

Public and Product Liabilty Insurance to $200,000.

WWorkers Compensation.

Direct Ergonomics is proud to be a Registered Indigenous Business with Supply Nation.

Supplier to Department of Defence National Scheme for office furniture, workstations, sit-to-stand
desks, storage, filing, reception furniture, tables, ottomans.

Direct Ergonomics is a supplier to the NSW State Government under SCM0771 for both small
scale requirement under $100,000 and large scale requirement over $100,000.

Standard 10 year warranty on most items (not including fabric).

Public and Product Liability Insurance to $20,000,000

Workers Compensation
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Who Are Direct
Ergonomics?
Direct Ergonomics is a supplier of ergonomic office 
furniture to Government and corporate organisations. 
We have an extensive range of sit-to-stand and static 
workstations, portable sit-to-stand desk units, a long 
list of ergonomic task, executive and visitor seating, 
and creative collaborative seating. Ultimately this 
makes Direct Ergonomics a one-stop shop for your 
office fit-outs and active workspace creation. We are 
able to supply under several Government contracts 
including Defence Force and Smart Buy. 

Supplier to Department of Defence National Scheme 
for office furniture, workstations, sit-to-stand desks, 
storage, filing, reception furniture, tables, and 
ottomans. 

Direct Ergonomics is a supplier to the NSW State 
Government under SCM 0771 for both small scale 
requirement under $100,000 and large scale 
requirements over $100,000. 
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Why Choose Direct
Ergonomics?

01
02

03

We are the first chosen 
for schoolyard footy, we 
are the class valedictorian 
and homecoming queen, 
we have the experience 
and the knowledge to get 
you the best product and 
service on the market, and 
we’ll do it cheaper too! 
Need another reason? 
Here’s three.

We LOVE Australian-made 
products. The majority of our 
furniture is made in Australia. 
We also have our ISO9001 
certification for Standards in 
Quality Assurance, and AFRDI 
Certification on our range 
of ergonomic seating, visitor 
and executive seating, and 
workstations. So you can rest 
easy knowing that you’re 
getting the best quality 
product we can find. 

We have our ISO14001 
certification for Standards in 
Environmental Management, 
and over half of our range is 
GECA certified! We were one 
of the first in our industry to 
use water-based non-toxic 
glues, and we offer recycling 
options to all our customers, 
ensuring maximum points on 
the Green Building Council 
Matrix. 

We are a small, family-
owned business. 
Whenever possible, we 
aim to support other small 
businesses throughout our 
entire production process.
We also preference 
Indigenous or female 
owned businesses 
wherever possible, and aim 
to use local installation 
teams on large-scale 
projects.
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Coast-to-Coast Delivery
and Installation.

No matter where in Australia you’re based, we’ll deliver
to you. Our network of installers cover the entire 
continent, ensuring there’ll always be someone there 
to make sure  your space is set up exactly how you want it.

WeWe’ll also take all our rubbish with us, so you
can relax in your nice, new, clean ooce.  

Australian-Made First

It’s not always possible, but when we can,
we will always give preference to locally

produced, Australain-made furniture, from
Australian-owned factories and companies.

We believe in strengthening the local economy
bby using local installers and manufacturers,

and using small businesses wherever possible.

Supporting Local
Communities

We are proud of our Indigenous Heritage,
and want to give back to disadvantaged

communities in the Moree region, where
our Gamilaraay / Kamilaroi forbears

lilived for generations pre-colonisattion.

We give preference to installation and
manufacturing companies owned and

run by Indigenous-Australians, and a
portion of our profits from selected

products are given to programs assisting
Indigenous  Comunities in rural NSW.

5

Project Planning and Design

Need a hand? Direct Ergonomics ooers space and project
planning to help design your new ooce area. We’ll help 
measure your space and make sure there’s enough room 
and equiptment for everyone to work comfortably. 

We’ll incorporate your advice on filing and storage, WH&S, 
and individual and individual requirements to ensure that the end result is 
a fuly functioning area that adds to the eficiency and 
eoectiveness of the organisation - for a better working 
environment. 

We can assist in your product specifications, produce 
rendering and shop drawings, colour consulting, and
advice on services, power, and data. 

Built for You, Made to Last. 

Can’t find what you had in mind? Need items of a specific size,
colour, finish, or fabric? Our wide range of suppliers, in addition 
to in-house production, means there’s no design that can’t be 
manufactured. Let us know how we can help you create the
space you need. We’ll source the best materials from our 
rreliable suppliers, so you get exactly what you want at the
best possible price. 

Need it Quick?

Some items are available for Quick Ship - 
which means they are generally held 
in stock, and able to ship straight away.

Our ServicesIt’s not always possible, but when we can, we 
will always give preference to locally produced, 

Australian-made furniture, from Australian-owned 
factories and companies. 

We believe in strengthening the local economy 
by using local installers and manufacturers, and 

using small businesses wherever possible. 

No matter where in Australia you’re based, 
we’ll deliver to you. Our network of installers 
cover the entire continent, ensuring there’ll 
always be someone there to make sure your 
space is set up exactly how you want it. 

We’ll also take all our rubbish with us, so you 
can relax in your new, clean office. 

We are proud of our Indigenous Heritage, 
and want to give back to disadvantaged 

communities in the Moree region, where 
our Gamilaraay / Kamilaroi forbears lived 

for generations pre-colonisation.

We give preference to installation and 
manufacturing companies owned and run 

by Indigenous-Australians, and a portion 
of our profits from selected products are 
given to programs assisting Indigenous 

communities in rural NSW. 

Australian-Made First.  

Supporting Local
Communities

Coast-to-Coast Delivery
and Installation.
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Project Planning and Design

Need a hand? Direct Ergonomics ooers space and project
planning to help design your new ooce area. We’ll help 
measure your space and make sure there’s enough room 
and equiptment for everyone to work comfortably. 

We’ll incorporate your advice on filing and storage, WH&S, 
and individual and individual requirements to ensure that the end result is 
a fuly functioning area that adds to the eficiency and 
eoectiveness of the organisation - for a better working 
environment. 

We can assist in your product specifications, produce 
rendering and shop drawings, colour consulting, and
advice on services, power, and data. 

Built for You, Made to Last. 

Can’t find what you had in mind? Need items of a specific size,
colour, finish, or fabric? Our wide range of suppliers, in addition 
to in-house production, means there’s no design that can’t be 
manufactured. Let us know how we can help you create the
space you need. We’ll source the best materials from our 
rreliable suppliers, so you get exactly what you want at the
best possible price. 

Need it Quick?

Some items are available for Quick Ship - 
which means they are generally held 
in stock, and able to ship straight away.

Our Services

We know you’ll love your new products, but 
how will you get rid of the old ones? 
Let us take care of that with our recycle 
service. When we deliver your shiny new furni-
ture, we can take the old stuff with us, so you 
can come back to a clean, junk-free office. 
*Recycle service pricing depends on location 
and availability, 

Some items are available for quick 
ship, which means they are generally 
held in stock, and able to ship straight 
away. 

Can’t find what you had in mind? Need items of a 
specific size, colour, finish, or fabric? Our wide range 
of suppliers, in addition to in- house production, 
means there’s no design that can’t be manufactured. 
Let us know how we can help you create the space 
you need. We’ll source the best materials from our 
reliable suppliers, so you get exactly what you want 
at the best possible price. 

Need a hand? Direct Ergonomics offers space and 
project planning to help design your new office area. 
We’ll help measure your space and make sure there’s 
enough room and equipment for everyone to work 
comfortably and within compliance standards.

We’ll incorporate your advice on filing and storage, 
WH&S and individual requirements to ensure that the 
end result is a fully functioning area that adds to the 
wellbeing of the organisation - for a better working 
environment. We can assist with your product spec-
ifications, produce prospectus and shop drawings, 
and consult on style and colour. 

Not a Hoarder?

Stand Out from the Crowd.

Project Planning and Design.

Need it Quick?
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Made to Order, Made for You. 
In addition to our standard offering, we are able to offer you almost infinite options for your 
project. This includes custom products to suit your space or design. We can customise existing 
items, or create something completely new, just for you! 

If you already have an idea of what you’d like, send us your sketches or requirements and our 
sales team will have an estimate made for you, along with some shop drawings or similar 
designs so you can see what the finished product will look like. 

If you don’t know what will work in your space, we will happily send one of our project 
management team to conduct a site visit. They will measure out your space, have a chat 
about your requirements, and make some recommendations of products that could fit your 
needs. 
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Artwork by David (Crockett) Craigie, Mentor and Artist for Moree TAFE. Tour guide and
advisor for the Mehi Gallery and Studio. David is a Kamilaroi Man and Moree local.

Direct Ergonomics’ Indigenous
Heritage and Committment
Direct Ergonomics is a family owned company, currently owned and run by Donna McMullen.
Direct Ergonomics was started back in 1986 by the McMullen Family - Alan and Brett.
Donna became heavily involved within the first 3 months of its operation and has been
hands on ever since.

About 14 years ago, it become known that the McMullen Family has Indigenous Heritage.
This heritage was stolen from them and the secret died with the passing of Donna’s
Grandmother, Dorothy McMullen (nee Taylor). Alans’ Great, Great Grandmother was a
Gamilaraay/Kamilaroi woman named Mary Madden. This ancestry was clouded by
Alans’ Grandmother and her family, being brought to light over the last two decades
by diligent peeling back of the layers of concealment.

Today, Direct Ergonomics and Donna embrace this heritage. We aim to maintain diversity
in our staffing across the entire company and endeavour to work with Indigenous suppliers
at every opportunity, including installation and delivery teams all over Australia. 

We have an Indigenous Cadetship Program that is aimed at helping Indigenous youth
become job ready. It is a paid position running 8-12 weeks that aims to prepare the
cadets with a solid work ethic and exposure to an office environment. Mentoring, assisting
in resume preparation, and career guidance are all part of the program.

We have also introduced a line of product from which $10 per item sold goes towards
helping Indigenous Youth in Rural Australia. So far we have raised about $10,000. This is just 
another example of Direct Ergonomics commitment to assisting Indigenous communities, and 
honouring the Indigenous heritage that was lost over generations.

Direct Ergonomics is proud to be a Registered Indigenous Business with Supply Nation.

Kind Regards

Donna McMullen
Managing Director
Direct Ergonomics
0414 524 842
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Our bodies were designed to move - to hunt and gather and then 
later to tend the fields and crops. But with the modern world and the arrival 
of technology (the motor car, the very comfortable lounge chair, grocery 
stores, TV’s, computers and, of course, the desk job) comes the arrival of 
back pain and weight gain.
 
We have been helping bodies move for nearly 30 years. Yes, even before it 
was fashionable to have a sit to stand desk, we have been supplying them 
to offices throughout Australia.
 
Our range of Sit to Stand Desks comply to Australian Standards, are AFRDI 
tested and approved and are available on the State Government Contract 
and Department of Defence Standing Offer, to make buying even easier. 

Custom sizes are available and a wide range of styles. Contact our team 
today to arrange a quote, 02 8437 5400, or email sales@directergo.com.au. 
Please talk to our sales team about the many options available, including, 
but not limited to, custom size workstations, back-to-back desks with 
dividing screens, workstation clusters, radius edges, cable management, 
in-desk services, non-standard colours and volume discounts. 
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Summary of 
Australian Standards

 - Sit to Stand Workstations
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DE01WORKZONEMANUAL Workzone Manual Adjust (Winding)

Workzone manually height-adjustable workstations
are easily wound to the correct height. 

Height Range 
685mm-1125mm (2-stage leg)
620mm-1220mm (3-stage leg)
Available as straight, L-shaped, or U-shaped
workstations in a variety of sizes. 

Soft-wiring, cable basket/trays, and privacy
screens are available as extras. 
Ask about our retrofittable options - can be con-
verted to an electric adjustable workstation at a 
later date. 

Prices from $725 ex GST, contact our sales team 
for more information, discounts apply for volume.
Delivery and installation not included. 

Corner Adjust Workstation       Standard Size  Price (ex GST)

Straight Manual Adjust Workstation Standard Size  Price (ex GST)

1200W x 750D
1500W x 750D
1500W x 900D
1800W x 750D
1800W x 900D
2100W x 900D

1500/1500 x 750
1800/1500 x 750
1800/1800 x 750
2100/1800 x 750

$845
$860
$875
$880
$890
$925

$1135
$1150
$1200
$1250

Standard Melamine Colour Range
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DE01WORKZONEELECTRIC Workzone Electric Adjust Workstation

Simply touch the up/down buttons on your control
panel to quietly, effortlessly adjust the height of the
desktop. Optional display pad will display the exact
height and offer pre-programmable settings.  

Height Range 
685mm-1125mm (2-stage leg)
620mm-1220mm (3-stage leg)
Available as straight or corner workstation 
in a variety of sizes. 

Soft-wiring (above, below, or in-desktop), cable 
basket/tray, and privacy screens not included
but are available as extras. 

Prices from $980 ex GST, contact our sales team 
for more information, discounts apply for volume.
Delivery and installation not included. 

1200W x 750D
1500W x 750D
1500W x 800D
1800W x 750D
1800W x 900D
2100W x 900D

1500/1500 x 750
1800/1500 x 750
1800/1800 x 750
2100/1800 x 750

Available in Volume from $ 980  - ask our team for details

$1345
$1365
$1375
$1425
$1435
$1495

$1795
$1895
$1920
$1979

Corner Workstation     Standard Size Price (ex GST)

Straight Workstation   Standard Size  Price (ex GST)

Standard Melamine Colour Range
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DE01WORKZONEPNEUMATIC Workzone Pneumatic Adjust

Adjustment via a lever under the desk enables
effortless repositioning of the table top height
with no need for power. 

Height Range 680mm-1125mm.

Available as straight workstation or round
meeting table. Cable hole in back corner.
Soft-wiring (above, below, or in-desktop),
and privacy screens are available as extras.

From $695.00 ex GST. 

Pneumatic Adjust Mobile Lectern  Standard Size  Price (ex GST)

Pneumatic Adjust Meeting Table  Standard Size  Price (ex GST)

Straight Pneumatic Adjust Workstation  Standard Size  Price (ex GST)

800 diameter

1200 x 700
1500 x 700
1800 x 900

650 x 400

$395

$745
$770
$790

$385
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DE01WORKZONECARGO Workzone Cargo Static Workstation

The Workzone Cargo is stylish and strong. The T-shaped 
leg design enables maximum legroom. 
This range is highly flexible, and is compatible with both 
20mm, 30mm, and 50mm screens.

Available as straight, L-shaped, or U-shaped
workstations in a variety of sizes. 

Soft-wiring, cable basket/trays, and privacy
screens are available as extras. 

Prices from $525 ex GST, contact our sales team 
for more information, discounts apply for volume.
Delivery and installation not included.

Corner Workstation     Standard Size  Price (ex GST)

Straight Workstation     Standard Size  Price (ex GST)

1200W x 750D
1500W x 750D
1500W x 900D
1800W x 750D
1800W x 900D
2100W x 900D

1500/1500 x 750
1800/1500 x 750
1800/1800 x 750
2100/1800 x 750

$525
$545
$545
$545
$555
$595

P.O.A
$705
$715
P.O.A

Standard Melamine Colour Range



Sit to Stand Converters
Sit to Stand workstations help break up long periods of inactivity and sitting by 
raising your desk or computer to standing height, allowing you the freedom to move 
around without interrupting your work.   

The sit-to-stand workstations fall into two main categories - sit to stand desks, and  
desktop sit-to-stand portable workstations. Portable sit-to-stand workstations are 
a great way to experience the benefits of a sit-to-stand desk without the high cost 
of a new desk.  

 The benefits of each are outlined below: 

The main benefit of a portable workstation is that you are able to convert any 
existing workstation into a sit-to-stand workstation. This is particularly useful for 
shared office spaces or dynamic workplaces where staff change roles or offices 
regularly. 

Choosing a portable workstation can also save hundreds of dollars per unit com-
pared to a sit-to-stand desk, making it an affordable option for small batch orders.

Our Sit-to-Stand desks can be found in the Workstations section on pages 13-15.

Sit to Stand Desks
 

No need to re-arrange your desk or 
move items to a new workstation, the 
entire desk moves up and down

Larger desk space, more room for all 
your belongings and documents

Larger carrying capacity - never 
worry about weight capacity.

Portable Sit to Stand Workstations
 

Relocating office? Portable sit to stand 
options are easy to set up and perfect 
for moving around.

More affordable! And ask us about trial 
options for your office.

You don’t have to give up your existing 
desk, portable options will sit on top of 
of any existing desk (of correct depth).
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DE07STANDUP StandUp

StandUp
Stand Up and Live Longer! Slimline StandUp effortlessly converts any workspace to a sit-
to-stand workstation. A gentle press to the single handle on one side will activate the 
gas-spring to raise or lower the monitor and keyboard. 

With a total width of 950mm wide, and total depth of 615mm, the StandUp can easily fit 
on any workstation over 650mm deep. The height adjustment raises or lowers over 
itself and has no pinch points. Slimline 
platform is large enough to accommodate 
multiple items  and a special slot on the top 
surface is designed to accommodate a 
tablet or phone.

Maximum height achieved fully complies to 
the New Australian Standards 4442:2018 on 
a standard 720mm high desk. 

Code      Description     Price (ex GST)

StandUp PneumaticDE07STANDUP6.2                       $385

Community Spirit!

$10 from every StandUP 
unit sold is given to

Indigenous communities 
in Rural NSW.
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DE07STANDUPELEC StandUp Electric

StandUp Electric
The NEW StandUp Electric Dual effortlessly converts any workspace to a sit-to-stand 
workstation. Sensor touch buttons effortlessly and quietly adjust height of monitor and 
keyboard with a height range of 130-460mm. 

With a total width of 950mm wide, and total depth of 615mm, the StandUp can easily fit 
on any workstation over 650mm deep. The height adjustment raises or lowers over 
itself and has no pinch points. Slimline 
platform is large enough to accommodate 
multiple items  and a special slot on the top 
surface is designed to accommodate a 
tablet or phone.

Maximum height achieved fully complies to 
the New Australian Standards 4442:2018 on 
a standard 720mm high desk. 

Code      Description     Price (ex GST)

StandUp ElectricDE07STANDUP6.2ELC
Optional installation and setup available at an additional cost, please contact us for a quote.

$565

Community Spirit!

$10 from every StandUP 
unit sold is given to

Indigenous communities 
in Rural NSW.
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DE07RISER2 Riser 2

Riser 2
Sensor touch buttons effortlessly and quietly adjust height of 
monitor and keyboard with a  height range of 120-580mm at 
40mm per second.

Compact desktop has an attachment for both single and 
dual monitors. Electric motor features anti collision and has 
preprogrammable settings.

Large platform size, 700mm x 500mm, to acommodate mul-
tiple items.  Keyboard platform measures 700mm x 220mm.

Will convert any desk over 600mm deep to a 
Sit to Stand workstation,  and is compliant to 
Aust Standards 4442:2018. Also Conforms to 
AS/NZ60335.1 Electrical Standards.

Standard white. 

Code      Description     Price (ex GST)

With double and single monitor mountsDE07RISER2 $699
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DE07STANDUP

DE07SLIMLINE

DE07GASLIFTARM

StandUp Monitor Arms

Slimline Monitor Arms

Gas Lift Monitor Arms

Monitor arm with internal cable management, easy to fit VESA 75/100mm plate. Compatible with 
StandUp portable workstation units. Desk clamp and bolt through options in box. Available in black.

Fully Extendable Reach 430mm for single arm
Rotation   180 degree (screen)
Tilt    90 degree (up/down)

Sprint action monitor arm with a 3.0 USB charging port per arm and 1 audio headphone port. Easy to 
fit VESA 75/100mm or 100/100mm plate. Desk clamp or cable port in box. 12 month waranty.

Fully Extendable Reach 536mm for single arm
Rotation   180 degree (screen)
Tilt    15 - 90 degree adjustment arc (up/down)

Monitor arm with internal cable management, easy to fit VESA 75/100mm plate. Compatible with 
StandUp portable workstation units. Desk clamp and bolt through options in box. Available in black.

Fully Extendable Reach 500mm for single arm
Rotation   105 degree (screen)
Tilt    90 degree (up/down)

     Code    Standard Size  Price (ex GST)

     Code    Standard Size  Price (ex GST)

     Code    Standard Size  Price (ex GST)

Single monitor arm
Dual monitor arm

for dual monitor

Single monitor arm
Dual monitor arm

DE07SUDUALARM

DE07MONARMDRIFT
DE07MONARMDRIFDUAL

DE07SLIMLINEARM
DE07SLIMLINEDUALARM

$125
$175

$160

$130
$190
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DE08ANTIFAT

DE07FOOTREST

Antifatigue Mat

Footrest

Easy-grab handle and superior cushioning to make 
standing comfortable. Bevel safety edge.

Specifications:
Colour   Black
Size   915mm x 610mm
Thickness  19mm

Elevates feet and improves circulation. Tilting, sliding foot-
rest encourages movement. Anti-slip to prevent unwant-
ed movement. 

Specifications:
Colour   Black
Size   480mm x 290mm
Height   95mm

Code      Description     Price (ex GST)

Code      Description     Price (ex GST)

Antifatigue Mat

Footrest

DE08ANTIFAT

DE07FOOTREST

$115

$60
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DE07MOBILE

DE07MINIME

Mobile Laptop Desk

Mini-Me Portable Desk

The Mobile Laptop Desk is the necessary ergonomic 
accessory every collaborative learning space needs. 

It’s light weight and features a 260mm height range per-
fect for creating desks out of lounge and other tub 
chair seating, providing a solution for the overcrowding 
experienced in libraries or similar environments. 

Features:
Dimensions: 600x365mm 
Height Range: 720mm-980mm
On Castor wheels for easily mobility 

The Ergonomic Sit to Stand Desk Mini Me can be used 
as a mobile freestanding sit to stand desk at home or 
in an office or any environment where you need a height 
ajustable table. 

Mini Me uses an innovative counter-balance 
mechanism to enable you to intstantly and effortlessly 
make height adjustments,.
      
Features:
Dimensions: 700mmW x 480mmD
Height Range: 720 to 1020mm 
Product weight 13.6kg

Code      Description     Price (ex GST)

Code      Description     Price (ex GST)

‘Deluxe’ with cup holder and mouse pad

Standard laptop desk

DE07MOBILELAPTOPDSK

DE07MINIME

$290

$420
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DE07DESKBIKE Desk Bike

Desk Bike
The Desk Bike encourages an active office with a safe 
and effective low-impact motion that promotes healthy 
blood circulation. It is suited as the perfect companion 
to sit to stand desks. Easily track your progress while you 
exercise with the integrated LCD display, which revels 
your workout time, pedal revolutions, distance, calories 
burned and speed.

Features pneumatic seat height adjustment, mobility 
on four durable gravity locking castor wheels, and ad-
justable tension resistance, allowing you to adjust your 
workout by 8 different difficulty settings. 

752 – 952mm Height Range
136kg Weight Capacity

Code      Description     Price (ex GST)

Desk BikeDE07DESKBIKE                  $899
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Task and 
Executive Chairs

We’ve been in the business a long time, and we know what separates a 
good chair from a great chair. The components and materials we use are of 

the best quality & price, to ensure you get the best product on the market. 

A dual density moulded foam seat is used on our Ezone and Uno ranges 
which is firmer towards the front of the seat and softer towards the back 

encouraging good posture, reduces slouching and promotes good blood 
circulation.

The majority of our range of chairs are GECA and AFRDI Certified, so 
you can rest easy knowing that your stylish new chair will last for years, is 

environmentally friendly and won’t cost the earth.

We know how important it is to have the right chair and that 
everyone’s requirements can change and variations are 

required. Please speak to our friendly sales staff to 
discuss any requirements 

you may have.
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DE03EZONE480

DE03EZONE

Ezone 480

Ezone

The Ezone 480 has a fully ergonomic 3 lever mechanism which 
allows individual back and seat tilt adjustment, seat height 
adjustment and has a non slip ratchet back adjustment, all easily 
adjusted from the seated position.

The Ezone 480 is available in medium or high back and comes 
standard with a 480w x 450d seat with deluxe dual density foam.
Inclusion of an optional seat slide function can increase the seat 
depth by approximately 50mm.

Optional adjustable arms, aluminium base and drafting model are 
also available.

AFRDI Certified
Weight rating 120kg.
Australian made.
10 year warranty

The Ezone has a fully ergonomic 3 lever mechanism which allows 
individual back and seat tilt adjustment, seat height adjustment 
and has a non slip ratchet back adjustment, all easily adjusted from 
the seated position.

The Ezone is available in medium or high back and comes standard 
with a 510w x 480d seat with deluxe dual density foam.  Optional 
large 530w x 500d seat with deluxe dual density foam also 
available.

Inclusion of an optional seat slide function can increase the 
seat depth by approximately 50mm. Optional adjustable arms,  
aluminium base and drafting model are also available.

AFRDI Certified
Weight rating 120kg.
Australian made
10 year warranty

Description     Price (ex GST)

Description     Price (ex GST)

Medium back, no arms
High back, no arms
Add height adjustable arms
Add seat slide
Add drafting kit with foot ring
Add aluminium base

Medium back, no arms
High back, no arms
Add height adjustable arms 
Add seat slide
Add drafting kit with foot ring
Add aluminium base 
Add large 530mmW Seat

$330
$340
$40
$20
$60
$25

$345
$350
$40
$20
$60
$25
$20

Illustrated: Medium back Ezone 510 with arms

Illustrated: High back Ezone 480, no arms
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DE03EZONEPLUS Ezone Plus

The Ezone Plus comes standard with 530w x 500d seat with 
deluxe dual density foam and heavy duty kit, including a 
polished alloy base, specifically designed to hold operators 
up to 160kgs

The fully ergonomic 3 lever mechanism allows individual 
back and seat tilt adjustment, seat height adjustment and 
has a non slip ratchet back adjustment, all easily adjusted 
from the seated position. 

The Ezone Plus is standard with a fully upholstered high 
back however a medium back option is available. Inclusion 
of an optional seat slide function can increase the seat 
depth by approximately 50mm. Optional adjustable arms 
are also available.

Weight rating 160kg.
Australian made.
10 year warranty

Description     Price (ex GST)

Medium back, no arms
High back, no arms
Add height adjustable arms
Add seat slide

$390
$395
$40
$20

Please note: all prices are based on house fabric unless otherwise stated.

Illustrated: Medium back Ezone Plus with arms

DE03EZONEWEB Ezone Web Back

The Ezone Web combines durability, functionality and 
ergonomics.  Comes standard with 510w x 480d seat with 
deluxe dual density foam and heavy duty kit, specifically 
designed to hold operators up to 160kgs.  Optional small  
480w x 450d and large 530w x 500d seat with deluxe 
dual density foam are also available.

The fully ergonomic 3 lever mechanism allows individual 
back and seat tilt adjustment, seat height adjustment 
and has a non slip ratchet back adjustment, all easily 
adjusted from the seated position.

With the inclusion of a seat slide function and the option 
of 3 seat sizes makes the Ezone one of the most versatile 
mesh back chairs on the market. Optional adjustable 
arms, aluminium base and drafting model are also 
available.

AFRDI Certified 
Weight rating 160kg.
Australian made.
10 year warranty.

Description     Price (ex GST)

Web back, no arms
Add height adjustable arms
Add seat slide
Add aluminium base
480w small seat
530w large seat

$405
$40
$20
$25
POA
POA

Illustrated: Ezone web back with arms
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DE03UNOERGO

DE03UNOINC 

Uno Ergo

Uno Inc

The Uno Ergo task chair offers superior comfort and 
adjustment at an economical price. Features a 3 lever 
ergonomic mechanism with hand wheel back height 
adjustment.

The Uno Ergo is available in medium or high back and 
comes standard with a 480w x 450d seat with deluxe dual 
density foam.

Inclusion of an optional seat slide function can increase the 
seat depth by approximately 50mm. Optional adjustable 
arms, aluminium base and drafting model are also 
available.

AFRDI Certified
Weight rating 120kg.
Australian made.
10 year warranty.

The Uno Inc has a fully ergonomic 3 lever mechanism which 
allows individual back and seat tilt adjustment, seat height 
adjustment and has a non slip ratchet back adjustment, all 
easily adjusted from the seated position. 

The Uno Inc is available in medium, high or extra high back 
and comes standard with a 510w x 480d seat with deluxe 
dual density foam.  Optional small 480w x 450d and large 
530w x 500d seat with deluxe dual density foam are also 
available.

Inclusion of an optional seat slide function can increase the 
seat depth by approximately 50mm. Optional adjustable 
arms, aluminium base and drafting model are also 
available.
 
AFRDI Certified
Weight rating 120kg.
Australian made.
10 year warranty

Description     Price (ex GST)

Description     Price (ex GST)

Medium back, no arms
High back, no arms
Add height adjustable arms
Add seat slide
Add drafting kit with foot ring
Add aluminium base

Medium back, no arms
High back, no arms
Extra high back, no arms
Add height adjustable arms
Add seat slide
Add drafting kit with foot ring
Add aluminium base
480w small seat / 530w large seat

$265
$275
$40
$20
$60
$25

$315
$325
$335
$40
$20
$60
$25
POA

Illustrated: Medium back Uno Ergo with arms

 Illustrated: Medium back Uno Inc, no arms
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Illustrated: High back Uno Classic with arms

Illustrated: Medium back Uno Express with arms

DE03UNOCLASSIC

DE03UNOEXPRESS

Uno Classic

Uno Express

The Uno Classic Chair has a fully ergonomic 3 lever 
mechanism allows individual back and seat tilt adjustment, 
seat height adjustment and has a non slip ratchet back 
adjustment, all easily adjusted from the seated position.

The Uno Classic is available in medium or high back and 
comes standard with a 510w x 480d seat with deluxe 
dual density foam.  Optional small 480w x 450d and large 
530w x 500d seat with deluxe dual density foam are also 
available.

Inclusion of an optional seat slide function can increase the 
seat depth by approximately 50mm. Optional adjustable 
arms, aluminium base and drafting model are also 
available.

AFRDI Certified
Weight rating 120kg.
Australian made.
10 year warranty.

The Uno Express is a budget entry level chair with all the 
trimmings for heavy duty commercial use.

The 3 lever ergonomic mechanism gives full adjustment to 
the user and the back can be adjusted by an easy to use 
hand wheel operation.

The Uno Express is available in medium or high back and 
comes standard with a 510w x 480d seat with standard 
moulded foam. Optional adjustable arms are also 
available.

The chair is only available in Black house fabric.
AFRDI Certified
Weight rating 120kg
3 year warranty.

Description     Price (ex GST)

Description     Price (ex GST)

Medium back, no arms
High back, no arms
Add height adjustable arms
Add seat slide
Add drafting kit with foot ring
Add aluminium base
480w small seat / 530w large seat

Medium back, no arms
High back, no arms
Add height adjustable arms

$355
$375
$40
$20
$60
$25
POA

$185
$195
$40
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DE03RENNI Renni

The Renni offers great support with the lumber and contoured 
back design.

The 3 lever fully ergonomic mechanism allows back and seat 
tilt adjustment, and seat height adjustment and has a non slip 
ratchet back adjustment, all easily adjusted from the seated 
position.

The Renni is available with medium or high back and comes 
standard with a 500w x 460d seat with standard moulded foam.  
The Renni is finished off with a very comfortable square seat that 
matches ergonomics and design perfectly.

Inclusion of an optional seat slide function can increase the seat 
depth by approximately 50mm. Optional adjustable arms and 
aluminium base are also available.

AFRDI Certified
Weight rating 120kg
Australian made.
10 year warranty.

Description     Price (ex GST)

Medium back, no arms 
High back, no arms
Add height adjustable arms
Add seat slide
Add aluminium base

$325
$345
$60
$45
$55

Illustrated: Medium back Renni, no arms

DE03BREEZE150 Breeze 150

The Breeze 150 offers a desirable balance between comfort, style 
and budget.

The 3 lever fully ergonomic mechanism allows back and seat tilt 
adjustment, and seat height adjustment, all adjusted individually 
from the seated position with ratchet non slip back adjustment 
and generous lumber support.

The Breeze 150 comes standard with a 510 x 480 seat with 
standard deluxe dual density foam.

Inclusion of an optional seat slide function can increase the 
seat depth by approximately 50mm. Optional adjustable arms, 
aluminium base and drafting model are also available.

Weight rating 120kg.
Australian made.
10 year warranty.

Description     Price (ex GST)

Standard chair, no arms
Add height adjustable arms
Add seat slide
Add drafting kit with foot ring
Add aluminium base

$255
$40
$20
$60
$25

Illustrated: Breeze 150 with arms
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FAQs
How do I contact Direct Ergonomics?
You can contact us by phone, at (02) 8437 5400, or by email, at sales@directergo.com.au.

What are your standard lead times?
StandUp units are generally held in stock, and are dispatched within 24-36 hours of order 
placement. 
An indicative lead time is 1-2 weeks for stocked products, 2-3 weeks for chairs, and 3-4 
weeks for most other products. 

Please note that custom build items, large quantities, rural freight and installation, and 
complexity of items can affect the lead time for your order. 

If you have strict time frames for delivery, it is best to call our sales team on 02 8437 5400, 
who can give you an estimated lead time for your order. 

What are your freight charges?
We ship all around Australia. Prices vary with the quantity, size and type of items ordered, 
as well as the delivery location.

Please contact our sales team to arrange a quote for a more accurate estimate for freight 
and installation fees.

Do you offer a repair service?
Yes, we are able to repair existing furniture. Please contact our sales team via email 
at sales@directergo.com.au with images of the damaged furniture. We will assess the 
damage and issue a quote for replacement parts and installation / service fees, as 
required. 

Do you offer a re-upholstery service?
Yes, we are able to reupholster existing furniture. Please contact our sales team at sales@
directergo.com.au with images of the furniture. We will issue a quote for the re-upholstery 
of the items. 

Please contact our sales team directly at sales@directergo.com.au for an official 
quote and accurate pricing. 

DISCLAIMER: The prices in this brochure are indicative, and are based on 2019 pricing for single quantities in 
house colours and fabrics. Discounts available for volume. These prices are subject to change without warning, 
and may increase due to fabric, colour, design, custom sizing, or increase in production costs. 
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